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Abstract: Image processing is playing a very important role in medical imaging with its versatile applications
and features towards the development of computer aided diagnostic systems, automatic detections of
abnormalities and enhancement in ultrasonic, computed tomography, magnetic resonance images and lots more
applications. Medical images morphology is a field of study where the medical images are observed and
processed on basis of geometrical and changing structures. Medical images morphological techniques has been
reviewed in this study underlying the some human organ images, the associated diseases and processing
techniques to address some anatomical problem detection. Images of Human brain, bone, heart, carotid, iris,
lesion, liver and lung have been discussed in this study.

Keywords: Automated clinical methods, CAD systems, disease detection, medical imaging, morphological
operations, segmentation

INTRODUCTION

Medical science has achieved great advancement;
instrumental technology is very advanced today for
measuring and monitoring human health parameters.
Ultrasounds, Computed Tomography (CT), X-ray,
Magnetic Resonance (MR) are some of common clinical
instruments. The medical individuals heavily rely upon
the results of images obtained from these sources along
their experience in making decisions regarding diagnosis,
disease monitoring, prescription, surgery planning etc, but
despite of all the advanced techniques there is still a
requirement for enhancement of the poor quality images,
minor areas identification, computer aid and automatic
detection to avoid artifacts and time consuming manual
methods. To fulfill this requirement medical images
morphology is one of among various image processing
techniques to introduce solutions to raising clinical
environment problems. A review of various medical
image morphology techniques in different domains is
presented in this study. Domain division is as given in
Fig. 1. 

BRAIN IMAGES MORPHOLOGY

Brain images are studied under three domains of
Structure-Function,  Structure  and  Function  domains
(Fig. 2).

Structure-function based brain image morphology:
Voxel based morphology and surface based morphology
are two methods which are available for analysis
procedure of brain morphology, are used to detect the
relationship of structure of brain and the points of interest

like diagnosis, age, genotype, IQ and severity of disease.
Basically there are two statistical procedures involved for
the morphometric measures, invoking a statistical model
and correction of the conducted multiple tests. New
statistical methods are introduced for the above two
procedures. For invoking procedure, a statistical model
heteroscedastic linear model presented to test the
relationships of morphological measurements of each
voxel on sub region’s surface and points of interest, and
testing procedure is resampling based method namely
wild bootstrapping (Hongtu et al., 2007). Most methods
for structure function analysis are statistical based; major
disadvantage of those methods is they are unable to locate
the regions showing nonlinear relationship with clinical
variables. For the analysis of MR brain images a Bayesian
method is introduced on the basis of Bayesian network to
cope with nonlinear associations (Edward et al., 2004).

Structure based brain image morphology: A new form
of process in which organs produce minerals called
biomineralization in pineal gland is studied. This process
generates the crystals of size less than 20 micro m, which
are studies through various techniques to study the role of
amino acids and heteropolysacchrides in formation of
micro crystals and their structural texture (Baconnier and
Lang, 2004). A study of influence of genetic and
environmental factors upon human brain morphology via
structural MRI has been started. These studies are limited
to accessing inheritance capability for a single and full
anatomical structure. To overcome this limitation a
method is developed using nonlinear registration of high
dimensional 3D, for the application of field vector of
deformation in outer layer of parameter space and
accessing the regional density of cortical gray matter on
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Fig. 1: Types of medical image morphology

Fig. 2: Types of brain image morphology

Fig. 3: Types of cardiac image morphology

all outer surface of same genetically and different
genetically twins. This method describes that motor
cortices and primary sensory parts of brain may have
more inheritance capability (Theo et al., 2004). The
efficient detection of brain tumor is presented in this
technique with the help of three step function of
enhancement, classification and segmentation (Ahmed et
al., 2009). Skull stripping is subject to the removal of non
cerebral part from the skull during MRI brain imaging
applications. The main issue is to segment the non
cerebral part and intracranial tissues because of their same
intensities. A method is introduced using mathematical
morphology based segmentation by using ostu’s and
double thresholding (Rosniza et al., 2010). Monitoring of
brain diseases coming into being due to occurrence of
structure change for example stroke requires a unique
accuracy for expressing the quantity of change at each
pixel of computed tomography image display. This study
presents a technique that provides a mechanism for
quantification of macroscopic anatomical changes
(Schormann and Kraemer, 2003). To measure the
decrease or loss in size of an organ a method is presented.
The method produces the realistic images of tissue loss
and provides an exact correspondence between the before
and after evaluation of decreases or loss in images
(Karaçali and Davatzikos, 2008). The investigation of the
preference of use of one organ on another is made using
fractal dimension of skeletonized cerebral surface to show
that fractal dimension is unprecedented measure of
cerebral lack of balances (Jong-Min et al., 2004).
Statistical analysis of brain surface that uses a method to
represent the shape of region of brain with reference to

another image of that region using Gaussian random field
defined over the whole region surface (Ravi et al., 2007).
The disease of brain in which periodic loss of
consciousness occurs is presurgical investigated through
stereo EEG for recording the electric activity of brain by
using electrodes. An extended source model is developed
for interpretation of stereo EEG signals (Delphine et al.,
2007). This study presents the segmentation technique of
multiple objects preserving the relationships of objects
defined by a template. Segmentation of main brain
structures using the technique provides the cortical
surface with spherical topology (Bazin and Pham, 2007).

Function based brain image morphology: ICA is a
technique used to extract components which are
statistically independent from a measured signal’s set.
This technique has various applications of signal analysis
in biomedical sciences but the especial is the
electromagnetic brain signals. The cause of restrictive
standard implementation of independent component
analysis is square mixing assumption. The process of
signal recording uses the large number of channels and
huge number of resulting extracted material that make the
analysis procedure lengthy and fatigueous. In the
neurophysiological analysis of signals there are many
instances which have strong prior information about the
signal to be analyzed. The independent component
analysis extracts the signal items which are statistically
independent other than those which are restricted to have
similarity to a signal used as reference that can adjust with
such prior information. Temporal constrained independent
component analysis is useful to extract errors introduced
by humans or signal collecting environments, from
multichannel EEG and MEG channels (James and Gibson,
2003). Measuring Intra Cranial Pressure (ICP) is a
significant tool in clinical diagnosis of neurosurgical
diseases such as accidental head injury. At present only
the mean information of ICP is used and continuous
information is ignored that is useful for predicting the
intracranial changes. This algorithm provides an
automated process of observing pulse signals of ICP, and
on the basis of this it recognizes the nonartifactual pulses,
enhances the signal quality and optimally designs the
three subcomponents of the pulse. The experiment is
performed on seven hundred hours recording of sixty six
intracranial neurosurgical patients (Xiao et al., 2009). The
reliable template computation of even related  potentials
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Table 1: Brain image morphology techniques
Reference Domain Problem Methods Clinical implications
(Hongtu et al., 2007) Structure- Statistical analysis of Development of heteroscedastic Detection of differences

function. brain morphology. linear model, test procedure statistically important   
called boot strapping based in   morphology     of  
on resampling. hippocampus over time.

(Edward et al., 2004) Structure- Analysis of MR Determine associations among voxel Identification of voxel wise 
function. brain images. and clinical variables, structure- morphological changes in the

function of MR images and clinical  case where associations are non
variables linear.

(Baconnier and Structure Classification of microcrystal Scanning of electron microscopy, Identification of possible exture
Lang, 2004) in pineal gland of human brain. spectroscopy by energy dispersion, tof microcrystal and their signific

electron diffraction of selected ance.
area,raman spectroscopy using
NIR.

(Theo et al., 2004) Structure Studying brain morphology High dimensional 3D nonlinear Heritabilities  in  primary  senor
beyond the boundaries of registration, fitting structural and  motor outer   layer  of   gray
heritability and gross anatomical equation models. matter  that  covers  the cerebral

structures. hemisphere surface.
(Ahmed et al., 2009) Structure Detection of tumor in brain Mathematical morphology, wavelet To decide the degree of severity

MRI images. transform, k-means. of tumor.
(Rosniza et al., 2010) Structure Separation of cerebral and non Mathematical morphology To perform skull stripping in an

cerebral tissues in MRI brain segmentation using double and robust and efficient way.
imaging applications. ostu’s thresholding.

(Schormann and Structure Monitoring the brain diseases Coarse linear alignment, cross Visualizes   the   blood    supply
Kraemer, 2003) occurring as result of correlation, high dimensional decrease and effect to an organ

morphological change. multiresolution multigrid, due to stroke.
determine volume changes. Provides   realistic   images   for

(Karaçali and Structure Measuring the effect decrease in Dense warping deformation, tissue loss.
Davatzikos, 2003) size and other volumetric change energy minimization strategy.

on medical images of brain.
(Jong-Min et al., 2004) Structure Investigating the cerebral lack Skeltonization, fuzzy clustering, Provides   fractal   dimension as

of balances. calculation of fractal dimension. novel measure for cerebral
asymmetry.

(Ravi et al., 2007) Structure Observing the changes in shape Reference region, Gaussian random Application study of healthy and
of brain due to regeneration and field, Euclidian distance, fluid hyperactivity subjects.
effects of illness. dynamics.

(Delphine et al., 2007) Structure Developing extended source Distributed current dipole model, Links the characteristics of 
model for depth EEG signals. coupled neuronal model. cortical neurons and depth EEG

signal.
(Bazin and Pham, 2007) Structure Multiple object segmentation Tissue classification, fast marching, Provides  cortical surfaces  with

preserving the topological image registration spherical  surface   during  main
properties. cerebral structure segmentation..

(James and Function Extraction of statistically Reference signal with some Automated  extraction  of
Gibson, 2003) independent signals from set prior information.  human introduced prediction

of measured signals. of disease like errors in EEG
and MEG signals.

(Xiao et al., 2009) Function Automated analysis of Enhancement of ICP signal, Extraction   of   useful 
continuous ICP signals. recognizing error free ICP information from ICP pulse

pulses, establishing three sub morphology from 
peaks of ,CP pulse. clinical environment.

(Silvia et al., 2003) Function Computing reliable templates Dynamic time warping. Reproducible analysis
for event related potentials criteria for ERPs.

(Graben and Function To answer the difference of Nonlinear data analysis, Establishes  ERP   components
Frisch, 2004) and control condition in ERPs. generalized polarity histogram, on methodological

 experimental the word statistics of symbolic grounds purely.
dynamics.

(Dean et al., 2007) Function To learn the brain disabilities Parameterized model, matching -
 individuals to control filter
cursor while using the brain
computer interface.

(Patrick et al., 2008) Function Noise reduction from signals Wavelet denoising or PCA Recovery of single event feature
with repeated patterns and trials. in moving low 

SNR multievent context.
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Table 1: Continue
(Patrick et al., 2008) Function Analysis of brain evoked potentials Matching pursuit algorithm, Relationship  of   waveforms

and fields. Gabor functions. with physiologically
distinct components.

(Xiao et al., 2010) Function The importance of ICP in Hypotheses,  Testing, Proactive   ICP   management
neurosurgical care. morphologicalclustering via accurate forecasts.

ICP. analysis

(ERPs) for same groups of subjects and to calculate the
quantity of morphological characteristics of ERPs. It
suggests that dyslexia involves complex cerebral
functions other than the language system (Silvia et al.,
2003). Distinguishing the conditions be either
experimental or control is done on the basis of theoretical
grounds in ERPs. If theoretical knowledge does not
provide enough and clear informative material for its
decision, then the description of ERP is not easy
particularly if one considers the both positivity and
negativity on basis of pattern morphology and peak
latency. Brain computer interface provides non muscular
communication to the individuals with severe brain
disabilities, to train the individuals for modulation of the
specific EEG parts over the sensory motor of cortex and
using them for controlling a cursor on computer screen.
The method suggests that there is relationship exists
between alpha and beta bands and a matched filter can
improve performance (Dean et al., 2007). To reduce the
noise from the signals having repeated patterns or
multiple trials an algorithm is presented specifically
applications of ERPs (Patrick et al., 2008). A new way of
analysis of electromagnetic potentials evoked by brain
and fields are presented here. Matching pursuit algorithm
with multivariate version can perform an iterative and
exhaustive search for signal which is fit optimally to those
structures of signal which are persistent with respect to
phase, frequency, time width and same time of occurrence
trials (Patrick et al., 2008). For deriving the 24 metrics
morphological analysis and clustering of ICP algorithm
are used for the characterization of changes in pulses of
ICP and testing the hypothetical statement that pre ICP
segments can be separated by these metrics defined
morphologically over control segments which do not have
any association with the elevation of ICP signals or one
hour prior to ICP elevation (Xiao et al., 2010) (Table. 1).

Bone images morphology: For diagnosis of bone
diseases the fractal measurements of x-ray images of bone
has achieved great interest. A fractal analysis technique is
introduced that is bone X-Ray Tomographic Microscopy
(XTM) projections. The purpose of this study is to test the
correlation between the changing connecting tissues and
two dimensional fractal descriptors (Rachid et al., 2001).
Bone age description changes from human to human
descriptions; therefore an automated method is developed
to decide the bone age or skeletal maturity. Bone expert
selects images of hand from radio graphs, examines the
borders of 15 bones automatically, and describes intrinsic
properties of 13 bones. Finally shows the intrinsic bone

ages to gruelich pyle and tanner white house bone ages
(Hans et al., 2009). Magnesium alloys contain the same
mechanical properties with bone but they lose their effect
within certain span of time. Their ability to be resolved
limits their applications; if this resolving rate is decreased
they can enjoy wide application in medical field. This
technique emphasis to make the calcium coating on
magnesium alloys for controlling the losing effect rate
(Yang et al., 2009). A liquid solution of hydroxyapatite
(HA) prepared by very little (nano sized) particles of HA
is combined with bone protein gel to control the cell-
mediated protein insufficiencies. Combination of HA and
protein gels can prevent cell mediated protein gels
insufficiencies. The result of HA depends on the ratio of
HA to protein gel (Liu and Williams, 2010). MRI is a big
source for measuring the loss of connecting bone joints
tissues in degenerative joint diseases, but methods used
currently are not sufficient for deciding the clinical
therapy trials. This method presents statistical models of
bone shapes to define different characteristics of bones
like dense, anatomical correspondence etc to support the
study of connecting tissue in MR of knee. The method
gives the advantages of selecting region of interest and
propagation through individual to individual; it would be
done manually otherwise (Tomos et al., 2010). The bone
diseases spread occurs when the cancer cells of original
tumor takes a place on bones. An automatic computer
aided detection method of disease spread cells in
thoracolumbar spine is presented in this study. The system
involves the detections classification and spinal column
segmentation (Jianhua et al., 2007). A new technique of
3D segmentation of volumetric skeletal data of CT is
presented on the basis of region growing and adaptive
thresholds (Yan et al., 2003). For solving the registration
problem due to the limitation of field view of image
devices,   a  sequence of segmented structures of same
shape is rendered; this is called iso-shaping (Punam et al.,
2004). Voxel structure that represents the correct surface
geometrically and topologically and algorithms to find
intersection  from  this  structure  is  discovered  as  bone
and joint surgeries are widely used and various volume
manipulation algorithms are presented for virtual bone,
bone grafts for surgery simulations (Tsai and Hsieh,
2005). Counting bone marrow’s cells of white blood gives
tremendous info to surgeons for diagnosis. The very
technique investigates whether the nucleus alone provide
enough information or not Nipon and Dhompongsa
(2007). The relationship of bone morphology and bone
intensities can reduce the surface count in generated
models (Serge et al., 2000)(Table. 2). 
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Table 2: Bone image morphology techniques
Reference Problem Methods Clinical implications Accuracy
(Rachid et al., 2001) To find the bone structure. Mathematical morphology, Useful indicator in early -

2D projections, fractional predication of disease like
Brownian motion model. Osteoporosis.

(Hans et al., 2009) Assessment of skeletal maturity Computation of intrinsic bone age, Replaces an expert to verify .68 %
or bone age. transformation to greulich Pyle the result

and tanner white house bone ages.
(Yang et al., 2009) Use of calcium phosphate to Analysis based procedures to Provides bone screws in bone -

avoid degradation of magnesium investigate morphology of bones.  repair
alloys in bones.

(Liu and Williams, 2010) To cope with cell mediated protein - Helps to control bones .-
 insufficiencies in bones.  weakness

(Tomos et al., 2010) Analysis of knee cartilage. Statistical shape models, 3D Osteoarthritis analysis and -
normals. monitoring.

(Jianhua et al., 2007) Developing computerized system Hybrid thresholding, mathematical Reporting the location of lesion, - 
for detection of lytic bone morphology, direct graph search, identifying organs in chest and 
metastases. four part vertebral algorithm, abdominal region.

watershed algorithm.
(Yan et al., 2003) Bone segmentation in volumetric 3D region growing, local adaptive Applications in CT images -

CT datasets. thresholds. of thigh bone, knee and skull
(Punam et al., 2004) To guarantee the consistent physical Iso-shaping Improvement of diagnosis and -

structure extent during different treatment of joint diseases.
scans.

(Tsai and Hsieh, 2005) Representation of correct surfaces Voxel structure, intersection Real time cutting simulations -
topologically and geometrically. computation algorithms.

(Nipon and 
Dhompongsa, 2007) Development of automatic system for Segmentation, mathematical Provides invaluable information 77 %

white blood cell counting. morphology,fivefold cross to ,doctors for diagnosis purposes
validation baye’s classifiers, 
artificial neural network .

(Serge et al., 2000) Reducing the polygon counts in Polygonal mesh model, 3D animation models for -
surface models. segmentation. educational purposes.

Cardiac images morphology: Cardiac images
morphology methods are divided into two domains
segmentation based and functional analysis based as given
in Fig. 3. There is a huge amount of images included in
dynamic short axes MR examination, normally two to
three hundred images, therefore segmenting these
structures robustly and automatically is essential for
analyzing cardiac MRI images quantitatively. Automatic
approach for left and right ventricles segmentation is
presented (Steven et al., 2001). The segmentation of right
and left ventricles of normal and tetralogy of fallot hearts
is done by Active Shape Model (ASM) and Active
Appearance  Model  (AAM)  on  4D  MR  images  (Zhang
et al., 2010). A 3D method for coronary arteries tracking
in images of biplane X-ray angiography temporary
sequences is discussed based on reconstruction of 3D
centerline model of biplane image pair at one time frame
and its motion tracking on coarse-to-fine hierarchy of
motion models (Guy et al., 2003). Cine MR Image
acquisition is made on three orthogonal view of the heart;
an active contour model is proposed to propagate in cine
MR images automatically (Gilion et al., 2006). The
information taken from MRI is important to for
development of advanced clinical applications and
guidance and planning the cardiac interfered changing
procedures. To get rid of inter and intra observer
variations of manual descriptions it is very demanding to

design an automated method for the segmentation method
of whole heart for MRI images. A fully automated method
for whole heart segmentation and two new algorithms for
registration are presented in this study (Xiahai et al.,
2010). To visualize local radial strain of arteries
intravascular ultrasound elastography is used in so called
elastograms for the detection of rupture prone plaques.
However, these elastograms can not be described directly
as material   and   morphology compositing image due to
arterial stress distribution. To address this problem, a
method is suggested to reconstruct young’s modulus
image from an available elastograms. Specifically, this
procedure is suitable for a plaque with media region
having lipid pool and cap covered. Minimization
algorithm is used for reconstruction; the geometry
parameters reconstruct the lipid pool, cap and plaque
media regions with a circle (Radj et al., 2005). Noise
heavily affects the ECG signal during recording; ECG
signals are heterogeneous having variations of amplitude
of beats. For automatic heartbeat detection a wavelet
based detection technique is used to detect the precise
ECG points and a local beat classifier is used to profile
each patient’s cardiac behavior (Miad et al., 2010).
Ultrasonic strain and strain rate has been presented to
assess  regional  myocardial  function quantitatively (Jan
et al., 2002). For identification of changes of heartbeat
and detection of R-wave events an orthogonal approach is
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Table 3 :Comparison between segmentation based morphology of cardiac images
Regression Correlation 

Reference Sample space Test space Mean error Accuracy coefficient (P) coefficient (R)
(Steven et al., 2001) 102 60 0.3 mm - <0.001 0.96,0.96,0.90
(Zhang et al., 2010) 50 50 <0.3 (normal), 90-100% 0.27-0.97 (normal) 0.96-0.98 (normal),

<0.5 (TOF) <0.05-0.89 (TOF) 0.92-0.99 (TOF)
(Guy et al., 2003) 58 58 0.69 mm 93% 3 -
(Gilion et al., 2006) 107 69 5.6+6.7 24.3% <0.005 -
(Xiahai et al., 2010) 37 37 4.31 mm 95% 0.068,0.057,0.95 0.93,0.94,0.98

Table 4: Cardiac image morphology techniques
Reference Core problem Methods Clinical implications
(Steven et al., 2001) Automatic segmentation of left Active shape models, active Fully  automatic   quantitative analysis

and right ventricles. appearance models. of left and right ventricles.
(Zhang et al., 2010) Segmentation of normal and Active shape models, active Can  be  used  as  disease progression

tetralogy of fallot hearts. appearance models. indicator.
(Guy et al., 2003) Tracking the cardiac arteries in 3D centerline model, coarse-to-fine Diagnosis of myocardial infarcts and 

clinical angiograms. hierarchical motion models. diffuse coronary artery disease.
(Gilion et al., 2006) Automatic contour propagation in Active contour model, matching Determination of stroke volume and  

cine cardiac MR images. gray values. ejection fraction.
(Xiahai et al., 2010) Whole heart segmentation of The locally affine Registration

cardiac MR images automatically. method (ALRM), The free-form Computing   stroke   volume, ejection
deformation with adaptive control fraction, myocardium mass.
point status (ACPS FFDs) 

(Radj et al., 2005) Assessment of vulnerable plaque Reconstruction of young’s Tissue   characterization,   monitoring
composition in arteries. modulus image, minimization atherosclerosis,   investigation    and  

algorithm, parametric finite explanation   of   strain   artifacts    in
element model (PFEM), testing. elastograms, quantifying the amount of

stiffening of arterial plaque. 
(Miad et al., 2010) Automation in signal processing, Wavelet based beat detection, Diagnoses purposes for example 

ECG and heart beat classification. local ECG beat classifier. arrhythmia. 
(Jan et al., 2002) Assessment of regional myocardial Ultrasonic strain, strain rate, images. To study the acute blockage of blood

function.  in coronary arteries.
(Kleydis et al., 2007) Identification of heartbeat changes Geometric matching, polynomial Identification of heart behavior and 

and detection of R-wave events. expansion model, algebraic fitting diagnosis of various cardiac diseases.
distance,genetic algorithm.

described in ECG frame work. The approach is based on
evaluation by decision function of geometrical matching
in  procedure  of  movement  of  local  window  (Kleydis
et al., 2007)(Table. 3 and 4). 

Carotid images morphology: The aerial morphology,
lumen diameter (LD), Intima Media Thickness (IMT) and
the existence of plaque can be guaranteed discovered by
B type ultra sound. For the measurement of any of carotid
parameters it is essential to find the lumen intima and
media adventitia. An automatic technique of measuring
the LD and IMT is presented based on the active contour
technique and improved by analysis of multiresolution
(Gutierrez et al., 2009). The major cause of ischemic
stroke is atherosclerosis at carotid bifurcation resulting in
the cerebral emboli. The strokes due to carotid
atherosclerosis can be prevented if detected early in
checking the carotid plaque changes by changing lifestyle,
eating habits and medicine treatments. For this purpose it
is necessary to take images of three dimensional ultra
sounds for the monitoring of changing plaque conditions
at different time intervals. This method of registration

must not be rigid as different head places create torsion
and bending in the neck during acquisition process. The
given model is none rigidly monitors the neck movements
and calculates the mean error of registration between the
target image and segmented vessel surface image (Seabra
et al., 2009; Nuwan et al., 2008). The high resolution
images of carotid plaque have shown their predictive
implementations. The purpose of this study is to build
computerized system to provide ease of classification of
characteristics of carotid plaques to identify the persons
with no symptom of disease of carotid contraction but at
risk of stroke (Christodoulou et al., 2003). Segmentation
of inner space of carotid is an important step towards the
evaluation of disease severity. This approach uses only
single seed point for initializing the deformable carotid
cross sections (Mao et al., 2000). The 3D vessel
boundaries can be extracted by using edge preserving and
direction sensitive filter on B-mode ultrasound images.
These obtained boundaries are more distinct than the
conventional  gradient  calculation   methods   (Dionisiol
et al., 2004). A Bayesian algorithm that determines the
estimate  of  the  size of  the  plaque  inside  the  carotid
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Table 5: Comparison between segmentation of carotid images morphology techniques
Comparison Standard Confidence Regression 

Reference Population entities Mean deviation interval coefficient (P)
(Gutierrez et al., 2009) 30 Automatic & 7.85,6.81,0.72 1.01,1.06,0.14 - 0.99,0.99,0.90

manual methods & 7.78,6.77,0.63 & 1.01,1.05,0.12 
(Seabra et al., 2009) 60 3D method 32.19 90.77 - -
(Nuwan et al., 2008) 26093 Rigid & non rigid 1.06 & 0.79 0.60 & 0.51 1.05-1.07 & <0.05

registration errors 0.78-0.80
(Christodoulou et al., 2003) 230 SOM classifier & 68.8 & 6.97 2.2 & 2.3 - -

KNN classifier
(Mao et al., 2000) 7 Computerized human 2.979 & 6.2 3.794 & 5.339 - 0.0228

contour & circle matching 
initialization -0.006,0.007 - 0.0274,0.234, 00.003 & 0.002

(Dionisiol et al., 2004) - Intra & inter ,-0.013 &0.095, 0.043 & 0.368,
observer  0.025,0.070 0.288,0.08

(Seabra et al., 2007) 50 2D medical & 44.29 & 49.31 27.83 & 25.78 - -
3D estimated

(Danijela et al., 2009) 40 Vessel segmentation 86,85,89 & 2,3,1 & - 0.92 & 0.86
& plaque segmentation 73,68,74 8,7,7

Table 6: Carotid images morphology techniques
Reference Core problem Methods Clinical implications
(Gutierrez et al., 2009) Measurement of arterial changes Artery boundary enhancement, Determination of plaque presence in 

parameters like lumen diameter, contour modeling, dynamic force arteries.
intima media thickness of far wall. formulation.

(Seabra et al., 2009) Development of 3D free hand 3D reconstruction, labeling procedure, Achievement of clinically significant 
ultrasound. graph cuts parameters

(Nuwan et al., 2008) Modeling of neck movements for Rigid & Non rigid registration, Reduction   of   non  linear changes in
 non rigid registration. twisting & bending models. images taken in different time by 3D

carotid ultrasound.
(Christodoulou et al., 2003) Carotid plaques characterization. Preprocessing, feature extraction, Hybrid diagnostic system can combine

plaque classification. risk factors, stroke related laboratory 
& clinical data.

(Mao et al., 2000) Segmentation of lumen cross Segmentation, initialization. Management & assessment of stroke 
sections of carotid artery. risk.

(Dionisiol et al., 2004) Getting the vessels boundaries Vessel morphology estimation, Discovering the potential of 3D carotid
of 3D edge fields. vessel strain and motion estimation. ultrasound imaging.

(Seabra et al., 2007) Volume reconstruction and Filling of non observed region, Determination   of   level   of  plaque 
characterization of carotid plaques. noise removal, filtering, data volume  & stenosis.

interpolation.
(Danijela et al., 2009) Segmentation of plaque through Segmentation, classification. Assessment of risk of stroke.

a semi-automatic, slice based 
method and carotid arteries 
quantification in CTA.

(Ali and El-Sakka, 2004) Segmentation of carotid artery in Histogram equalization, edge Replacement     of     time    consuming
B-mode ultrasound images. detection, boundary extraction, manual   segmentation   methods    of

image composition. practitioner.
(Abdel-Dayem and Contour extraction of carotid Preprocessing, quantization, contour Detection  and  monitoring  of plaque
El-Sakka, 2004) artery. extraction, contour enhancement. precipitation on carotid artery walls.
(Abdel-Dayem et al., 2005) Segmentation of carotid ultrasound Preprocessing, watershed segmentation, Computer aided diagnostic tool for 

images. region merging, boundary extraction. detection of carotid plaques.

through the filter and distortion of data for the purpose of
removing speckle noise and filling of areas unobserved,
respectively. It uses more of this quantity for analyzing
the echo morphology of the plaque (Seabra et al., 2007).
Novel, slice-based, semi-automatic method for
segmenting and quantifying plaque in the carotid artery
CTA is introduced. Method begins with semi-automatic;
level set through the lumen segmentation is initialized
with three points (Danijela et al., 2009). A segmentation
technique is presented in this study to be applied on noisy
B mode ultra sound images. The aim is to reduce noise
and human introduced errors (Ali and El-Sakka, 2004).

Noninvasive imaging of Carotid coated with the layer of
cholesterol provides the opportunities to develop the
analysis methods for plaque having a high rate of risk
stroke. Many methods of analyzing plaque images that
have been introduced in past years are discussed here
Efthyvoulos et al. (2010). Ultrasound images are used to
detect the existence of carotid artery plaques but due to
poor quality of ultrasound images it takes a lot of effort of
radiologist to extract the contours and manually detection
methods are not reproducible therefore an automatic
contour extraction scheme is proposed (Abdel-Dayem and
El-Sakka, 2004; Abdel-Dayem et al., 2005). Table. 5
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compares segmentation of carotid images with statistical
measures and Table 6 gives a general comparison of
carotid images morphological techniques. 

Iris images morphology: Displaying the organic material
on video devices is challenging task. Human eye has a
significant place in communication of gestures and
expression; needs special modeling and displaying
techniques. A method based on images for estimation of
both iris morphology and dispersed properties for
generating visually appealing images of virtual eyes is
discussed here Guillaume et al. (2009). Redeye is a
problem appearing in photographs when we take
photographs in flash light. When the light passes through
the dark circular aperture in the center of iris it reflects the
blood vessel and arrives at camera length. This makes the
red eye in photographs. An algorithm for the removal of
red eye from photographs on the basis of reconstruction
lost and deteriorated part and eye metric information is
introduced in Yoo and Park (2009). In process of iris
recognition segmentation takes the most time Alberto et
al. (2009), Nitin and Nandita (2009). Therefore a
technique is introduced that is based on the fuzzy and
neural network for separation of iris reliably and
accurately is discussed in Alberto et al. (2009).
Morphological operations and area computations are
combinely used with other segmentation techniques in
order to speed up the preprocessing techniques (Nitin and
Nandita, 2009). Iris recognition system involves key
design issues of iris liveliness detection, iris imaging, and
iris recognition and quality assessment of iris image. The
very algorithm focused on assessment of image quality
and iris recognition targeting the speed and accuracy of
segmentation (Kahlil and Abou-Chadi, 2010). Iris can
also be used for detecting the individuals; this can be done
by segmentation and analysis of iris. The obtained
features are used to uniquely describe the iris, for proper
extraction of features an algorithm is also presented to
produce the skeletal of iris with unique paths at end points
(Demira and Mayer, 2003). This study suggests operators
of Mathematical morphology to perform a geometric
transformation of an image. As a consequence of this
process, conversion, image processing with field elements
of the regular construction work with the elements of the
original representation is equivalent to the deformed
structure (Oroz and Angulo, 2009). A new method on the
basis of operators of morphology for biometric
identification of individuals’ applications, analysis and
segmentation of the iris is presented. Algorithms are
developed on basis of operators of morphology to divide
the region of the iris image, as well as to shed light on the
patterns of the iris has been chosen (Demira and Mayer,
2003). Iris recognition has proven to be very precise for
the identification of human. In this article, a technique is

developed to extract the iris pattern to take advantage of
the least significant bit plane: the least significant bit of
each pixel in the image (Bradford et al., 2004). This study
achieves a new approach to locate the pupil (internal) and
limbic (outer) limits of the iris, the two binary shapes and
the “center of mass” of technical limits of the pupil and
approaches the limits of local statistics of the limbic
(Kennell et al., 2006). Iris localization is one of the
primary methods in the system of iris recognition. After
analysis principle, the strengths and short of some of the
methods commonly used in iris localization, proposed a
theory of formal and morphological based algorithm in
this study (Gui and Qiwei, 2008). In this study, the
morphological techniques used for purification treatment
of the pupil's binary image, this strategy allows precise
localization of the pupil distinguish between Iris on the
interior, as well as his assessment of the pupil center,
which gives us about an Iris (Imene et al., 2009). A new
algorithm presented here for localization, which, unlike
earlier works, not an assumption for the shape of the
boundary is assumed. Inner boundary is localized using
coarse to fine strategy (Hamed et al., 2010). This study
proposes multi-structure and multi-level algorithm to
adapt on the basis of morphological integration of images
that could be considered reasonable to reduce noise and
maintain detailed information on the edge (Chao et al.,
2010). Based on the morphology of the obstruction and a
method for the detection of refining mask is suggested.
Compared with traditional methods based on the order in
which the eyelid-eyelash and lash alone distinguish the
detection threshold (Youbo and Xia, 2010). A general
comparison of Iris images morphology is given in Table.7

Lesion images morphology: A statistical model supports
an approach to improve the segmentation and isolation of
effected areas in mammographic images. In this study,
derivation of a type of morphological operation  is  made
for increment of incidence of suspected mass clean-up
related to background noise, and model-based image
segmentation is carried out on localization of suspicious
mass areas using labeling scheme of stochastic relaxation
(Huai et al., 2001). Assessment of Volumetric growth for
pulmonary lesions and lung cancer screening and
monitoring of oncologic therapy is very important. The
base of study is morphological processing and suited to
both small and large lesions; rapid, automatic
segmentation method is available (Jan-Martin et al.,
2006). The ultimate objective of this study is Computer
Aided Diagnosis (CAD) system for providing a system of
detection for melanoma skin lesion images automatically
(Khaled et al., 2006). Nuclear shape and structure
visualization, from the microscopic pathology images can
produce some benign and malignant lesions of the
important diagnostic clues. The method to  describe and
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Table 7: Iris images morphology techniques
Reference Core problem Methods Clinical implications
(Guillaume et al., 2009) Realistic organic materials Estimation of iris morphology, Assessment of pigment concentration

rendering. scattering features, human iris. and iridal thickness.
modeling

(Yoo and Park, 2009) Correction and detection of red Face region detection, red eye regions -
eye in photographs. segmentation, region growing.

(Alberto et al., 2009) Segmentation of iris. Iris segmentation, pupil detection, Extension   to   other    biometric
iris detection. segmentation procedures.

(Nitin and Nandita, 2009) Segmentation of iris. Edge detection, circular Hough -
transform, parabolic curve fitting, 
binary image.

(Kahlil and Abou-Chadi, 2010) Assessing iris image quality & Hough transform, polynomial fitting, - 
iris recognition. segmentation, ID log gabor filter

(Demira and Mayer, 2003) Identifying the persons via iris Segmentation, skeltonization, -
analysis and segmentation. morphological operators.

(Oroz and Angulo, 2009) Application of morphology Structuring elements, polar Application    to    biometric    iris
operations in geometric logarithmic coordinates conversion. identification.
transformati on of image. Morphological operators, segmentation, Application    to   biometric      iris

(Demira and Mayer, 2003) Identifying the persons via skeltonization. identification.
iris analysis and segmentation. Bit planes, binary morphology, Application   to    biometric      iris 

(Bradford et al., 2004) Identifying the persons via limbic boundary. identification.
iris analysis and segmentation. Binary morphology, limbic boundary, Biometric application.

(Kennell et al., 2006) Iris recognition (segementation). center of mass technique.
(Gui and Qiwei, 2008) Iris localizatin. Euclidian space, morphology operations, Physiology of eye description.

preprocessing, gauss filter.
(Imene et al., 2009) Locating the pupil. Histogram thresholding, morphological An emerging biometric technology.

cleaning, hough transform.
(Hamed et al., 2010) Improving the precision of Morphology operations, canny edge -

localizing the iris. detection, hough transform.
(Chao et al., 2010) Edge detection considering the Morphological adaptive algorithm, Application like robot vision system.

noise. image fusion.
(Youbo et al., 2010) Reliable iris detection. Segmentation, region growing, Modality of biometric field.

thresholding.

Table 8: Comparison of segmentation results of lesion image morphology techniques
Reference Population Structuring element properties Error Mean Standard deviation

----------------------------------
Type Value

(Huai et al., 2001) 200 Res: 400 :m, 7 pixels diameter Classification, 0.7935%, 3 4
segmentation error 0.1578%

(Jan-Martin et al., 2006) 700 Fixed size Median error 10.2% 30% 2 mm
(Khaled et al., 2006) 62 Disc - - 89.5,91.65,95.8 90
(Wei et al., 2006) 1550 Nuclei Classification error 0 0.66, 0.68
(Omid et al., 2010) 80 - Border error <6% - -
(Ronald et al., 2001) 8 - - - 2.2,1.2 1.2,0.6
(William et al., 2003) 50 3.96, 3.20mm diameter rmserror 2% - 5.4

compare different tissue distribution of nuclear structure
in the class (normal, benign, cancer, etc.) is presented
(Wei et al., 2011). Dermoscopy is among the main mirror
imaging for diagnosing of skin damage, such as
melanoma and other pigmented lesions. A new method for
border detection of skin lesions mirror image is proposed
in Omid et al. (2010). In von Hippel-Lindau disease
setting, the accurate quantification of kidney disease is an
important genetic research. A semi-automated
quantification of these renal lesions is developed (Ronald
et al., 2001). Small lung nodules is a common X-ray
showed a significant diagnosis of lung nodules
contemporary medicine. While main challenge is the
imaging of lung cancer indicators, which may also be a
sign of benign conditions. For isotropic anisotropic CT
data resampling method is discussed (William et al.,
2003). Table.8 compares statistical measures of

segmentation results of lesion images morphology
methods.

Liver images morphology: Liver surgical planning,
structure and morphology of hemangiomas and their
relationship is important interests. In order to achieve
rapid and optimal amount of visual information and the
strong assistance of the vascular system, a geometric and
structural analysis is proposed (Dirk et al., 2002). A
method for automatic identification of abdominal organs
such as kidney, spleen, stomach, seaweed from the
computed tomography scan (CT) images for three-
dimensional morphology is described (Toyohisa et al.,
2000). This article describes the automatic separation of
overlapping based on mathematical morphology object,
which is located a link from their point of transformation
and expansion based algorithms (Liu et al., 2002). In this
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Table 9: Liver image morphology techniques
Reference Core problem Methods Clinical implications
(Dirk et al., 2002) Structural and geometrical analysis Preprocessing, skeltonization. Provides    assistance   to    decision 

of vessel system. making in liver surgical planning.
(Toyohisa et al., 2000) Recognizing the abdominal organs Conditional dilation, recursive Applied to extract regions of candidate

automatically. erosion, differential tip hats. organ from CT data.
(Liu et al., 2002) Separation of overlapping objects Distance transform, dilation. To separate the liver cells in hepatitis 

automatically. pathology images. 
(Hazem et al., 2003) Developing an automatic cell counting Segmentation, local adaptive Counting the dead and live liver cells.

` process. conditioning, mathematical
 morphology.
(Yi et al., 2005) Analysis of liver vessel system. Vessel tree, vessel surface model. Provides assistance to decision making

in liver surgical planning.
(Ma and Yang, 2007) Segmentation of liver tissues. Initial segmentation, refinement, Suitable for medical image segmentation

Gaussian distribution, EM algorithm. tasks.
(Wenfeng et al., 2008) Segmentation of liver. Texture classification, morphology Provides accurate liver boundaries.

filters, morphological multiscale 
gradient.

(Jiang and Cheng, 2009) Segmentation of liver in noisy Threshold segmentation, morphology Provides accurate and automatic liver 
CT image. image processing, active contour structure.

model.
(Yussof and Identifying the liver region. Morphological based, histogram Computer aided diagnosis of liver.
Burkhardt, 2009) based, region based.
(Jiang et al., 2010) Automatic segmentation of liver. Multi threshold, morphological Provides support for computer aided 

methods, voting mechanism. diagnoses of liver.
(Ali et al., 2009) Automatic liver segmentation. Preprocessing, liver extraction Automatic diagnosis of liver 

algorithm, mathematical morphology, pathologies.
watershed algorithm.

study, dead and live liver cells in culture from the
microscopic images (liver cells) to explain some of the
current research activities of the count. Job requirements,
fast, has achieved a high level of precision and has
developed a cell count counting process is automatically
simple (Hazem et al., 2003). Hepatic vascular system is
the body's vascular system in one of the most complex.
Liver surgery planning, shape and topology analysis of
the liver vascular system is our vital interests. A new
method for the analyses of the hepatic vascular system is
proposed in Yi et al. (2005). CT images of liver tissue
segmentation is particularly challenging because the
complexity of anatomy. A comprehensive model based on
statistical learning and morphological operations is
presented in this study, to simplify procedures and liver
segmentation results, while achieving compliance (Ma
and Yang, 2007). Snakes, or active contour, are
commonly used in segmentation of medical image.
Automatic generation of the initial snake curve and
improve the performance of the snake is still open under
the edge of the liver partition fuzzy challenges. In this
study, texture classification and morphological filtering to
generate the initial snake points are discussed (Wenfeng
et al., 2008). This study presents a complex algorithm,
based on active contour automatically extracted
abdominal CT images of the liver region (Jiang and
Cheng, 2009). For computer-aided diagnosis of liver CT
scan identified the first step in the liver area. In order to
solve the multi-slice spiral CT scan, automatic liver
segmentation is required. A combination of form-based,
region based and histogram-based techniques to separate
the liver and CT volumetric data segmentation using

hybrid technology is introduced Yussof and Burkhardt
(2009). Liver segmentation has been difficult in the CAD
(computer aided diagnosis). In particular, in the liver CT
images at different levels may have two or more regions,
adding a more difficult problem, liver segmentation. To
solve this problem, a new multi-regional liver CT image
of the automatic segmentation method proposed here
Jiang et al. (2010). Automatic diagnosis of liver disease
is among the current interests in medical image processing
field. The very basic step in these studies is the liver
segmentation automatically. A new automated system,
liver abdominal MRI image segmentation is presented in
Ali et al. (2009). Table.9 compares liver images
morphology in general. 

Lungs images morphology: This article describes the
research work of the stimulation of innovation for medical
applications:  computer-assisted  bronchial  biopsy.  This
project includes the registration, in the absence of an
external positioning device, preoperative three-
dimensional (3-D) Computed Tomography (CT) scan
chest (show a tumor, you need to biopsy), and two-
dimensional endoscopic surgery (2-D) image sequence, to
provide help to cancer Bronchial biopsy (Ivan et al.,
1998). A quantitative analysis of aspects of building your
own vessel size standard of the local probability density
map for the size of the spatial distribution of vessels
pulmonary is made. The three dimensional multi-core
action Morphological opening is applied to determination
of blood vessel size (Yoshitaka et al., 2000). Spiral CT
angiography is a totally automatic procedure for automatic
detection of pulmonary embolism has been developed on
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Table 10: Lungs image morphology techniques
Reference Core problem Methods Clinical implication
(Ivan et al., 1998) Registration thoracic image without Segmentation, registration, 3D Computer   assisted     transbronchial 

external localization device. reconstruction. biopsy.
(Yoshitaka et al., 2000) Analysis of size of pulmonary 3D grayscale opening. Provides quantitative representation for

vessels. anatomical knowledge.
(Yoshitaka et al., 2002) Computer aided pulmonary Segmentation, mathematical Provides fully automated pulmonary 

embolism detection. morphology, geometric features, embolism detection.
second derivatives. Automatic detection of airway branch.

(Deniz et al., 2003) Identification of airway lumen in Grayscale morphological reconstruction, 
CT images. segmentation.

(Gady et al., 2005) Vessel tree detection. Morphological operations, correlation Accommodates vessel discontinuities
based enhancement filters. and bifurcation, nodule detection.

(Hye-Suk et al., 2007) Segmentation of lung. Morphological operation, anisotropic Computer aided diagnostic system for
diffusion, binary image. identification of lung.

(Arfan et al., 2009) Detection of lung nodule from Fuzzy C-mean, morphological Automatic lungs segmentation.
CT images. operations, ROI extraction.

(Arfan et al., 2008) Segmentation of lung. Genetic algorithm, Morphological Fully    automated   computer    aided 
images processing techniques. diagnostic system.

(Taher and Sammouda, Early detection of lung cancer. Region detection, feature extraction. CAD system for early detection of lung
 2010) cancer.
(William et al., 2003) Measuring the nodule growth Morphology based and 3D segmentation Clinical use of distinguishing the 

over time. algorithms, anisotropic sampling. mal ignant  and   non mal ignan t
pulmonary  nodules.

bases of volumetric image analysis (Yoshitaka et al.,
2002). Pulmonary airlines are used for exchange of air
between lung and the external environment. Computed
tomography (CT) scan can be used to achieve detailed
anatomical images of the lung, with the airlines too. A
fully automated segmentation technique to three-
dimensional airway tree (3-D) of the CT images of the
chest is described (Deniz et al., 2003). Reconstruction of
vessels in the tree data are necessary prerequisites for a
variety of medical imaging applications. In this study, a
new way to the application of vascular tree reconstruction
and chest CT scan detected nodules is related to increased
use of filters and development of a fuzzy shape
representation of the data (Gady et al., 2005). A new
segmentation technique on bases of anisotropic diffusion
and morphological lung operation, fast and accurately is
presented (Hye-Suk et al., 2007). A method from lung
computed tomography (CT) scan, using the Fuzzy C-
means (FCM) and morphological techniques image
nodule detection is introduced (Arfan et al., 2009). A
segmentation method for lung cancer Genetic Algorithm
(GA) and morphological image processing technology as
the foundation is described (Arfan et al., 2008). Lung
cancer is a serious disease mainly presumptive diagnosis
is based on control. In addition to clinical suspicion, the
diagnosis of lung cancer was diagnosed sputum in order
to form a general rule specimen. In smears should be done
through a specific order, the shape of cell nuclei is
determined in sputum. A method for feature extraction
and detection methods of the area is presented (Taher and
Sammouda, 2010). A small lung nodule is a common X-
ray film that presents a major challenge of modern
medical diagnosis. Although the main indicators of lung
nodules imaging of lung cancer, they may also be a sign
of benign conditions. Over time, the rate of nodule growth
measurement has proved to be malignant in differentiating
malignant lung nodules most promising tools. The

segmentation of three-dimensional (3-D) methods and
characterization of lung nodules using Computer Imaging
Tomography (CT) is discussed here William et al. (2003).
Table.10 gives a general comparison of lungs images
morphological techniques. 

CONCLUSION

A number of techniques have been introduced in the
field of medical image morphology. Each technique
addresses a specific problem but it can be concluded on
the basis of this review that segmentation is a key
technique in morphological operations of medical images.
Most of the techniques use segmentation as key step in
whole process. The segmentation is done using
morphological structures, operations, techniques and
various features like edge detection, region growing,
boundary extraction etc. These techniques are combined
to with other techniques to present various solutions to
problems. In this way the effected area is extracted for
example extraction of lung from chest CT image and
observed under specific parameters to detect specific
problem. A number of morphological techniques
associated images are presented in this study which
includes images of brain, bone, heart, iris, carotid, liver
and lungs. 
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